


Rolf Gehlhaar (b. 1943):
1 Grand Unified Theory of Everything []

for piano, bass & alto flute and bass & alto clarinet

Christopher Fox (b.1955):
2 stone,wind,rain,sun3 []

for amplified alto flute

Paul Goodey (b. 1965):
Hohler Fels []
Concerto for bass flute, alto flute, C flute, piccolo and wind orchestra

3 I. Venus – Wild Horse []
4 II. Water Bird []
5 III. Lowenmensch []

total duration []

track 1: Peter Merckx (bass & alto clarinets; Jakob Fichert (piano)
tracks 3-5: RNCM Wind Orchestra, conducted by Mark Heron



the music – notes by the composers

Grand Unified Theory of Everything
for piano, bass & alto flute and bass & alto clarinet (1992)

I had recently attended a series of lectures on current ideas concerning particle
physics and modern cosmology, one of my long-term interests. Many of the
ideas coursing through my usually fevered mind while I was thinking about
writing a piece for this unusual ensemble of instruments, were of a
cosmological nature.

I began to conceive a musical flow which liberates itself from the gravity of the
unison by responding to forces of various different magnitudes and scales,
thereby arising out of a musical ‘plasma’ to individuate into fragmentary but
recognisable shapes. These shapes, gradually increasing in scale, moving out of
the microscopic into the macroscopic realm in the latter third of the piece, are
generated using fractal algorithms. The main characteristics of shapes
generated by such algorithms, is that of self-similarity: a complex shape – i.e. a
pitch sequence - is repeated again and again, with only minor variations.

To some extent, I have taken 'snapshots' at various scales of the first billionth
second or so of the 'Big Bang' and used these as structural models for G.U.T.E.,
but very loosely, as an inspiration. The development of the piece is by no means
linear, occupying less space and considerably more time.

G.U.T.E. was commisioned by Harry Spaarnay's nifty little group Het Trio with
funds provided by the Arts Council of Great Britain. The first performance took
place in Eindhoven, Holland in 1992.

Rolf Gehlhaar



stone.wind.rain.sun
3

for amplified alto flute

The alto flute solo stone.wind.rain.sun was written during the summer of 1989
and is the third of a sequence of four works with that title (the other pieces in
the sequence are scored respectively for four trombones, saxophone quartet
and two clarinets). All four works were inspired by the upland landscape of the
north of England, but as their title also suggests, 'four-ness' is an important
feature of each stone.wind.rain.sun piece.

In stone.wind.rain.sun
3

this four-ness manifests itself as a 16 part canon:
simultaneous four-part canons, each in four different tempi, with each canonic
layer characterised by a different use of the breath and embouchure. Listeners
who prefer visual images may, however, imagine the music as a journey
through the complex underground environment of the limestone hills of the
Pennines, as water seeps and trickles through clints, grikes, sink-holes, caves
and tunnels.

Christopher Fox

Hohler Fels
Concerto for Bass Flute / Alto Flute / C Flute / Piccolo & Wind Orchestra
(i) Venus, Wild Horse (ii) Water Bird (iii) Lowenmensch

In the nineteenth century excavations began in the Hohler Fels caves in
Germany and in 2008, a team from the University of Tübingen discovered a
collection of carvings including a Venus figurine, a horse, a water bird and a
lowenmensch (a lion man) together with a tiny flute. All are between 35 and 37
thousand years old, and more recent analysis has suggested they may actually
be 42 thousand years old. Regardless, the Hohler flute is the oldest musical
instrument ever discovered. These findings have redefined cultural history.



The compositional process was underpinned by a close collaboration with Karin
de Fleyt. Together, we devised a notation system which uses thirteen different
note heads to indicate different types of sound production (some of which she
has developed) including only air, pitched air, exaggerated articulations, sounds
produced with an open mouth, multiphonics and so on. The writing for the
Orchestra is equally virtuosic – to showcase the RNCM Wind Orchestra.

The Concerto is a large work and the three movements are performed without a
break. The two trios of double bass, tuba and piccolo placed either side of the
Orchestra link all the material – they form the ‘primal’, static, landscape from
which everything emerges and returns to. By contrast, frenetic material often
erupts from the piano which sits in the heart of the Orchestra.

The first movement begins very slowly and is for bass flute (Venus). This is
followed by a more impassioned section for C flute (Wild Horse), before
returning to the sound world of the opening. The short second movement,
Water Bird, is for alto flute and is more delicately scored than the outer
movements. In Lowenmensch, we first return to the material of the opening,
but now including more ghostly sounds in the Orchestra. The subsequent
Allegro for C flute gradually builds in tempo and energy, and includes Krieg
(War) for piccolo solo (supported by highly virtuosic horn parts) and a reprise of
the first movement climax. Finally, in Föhn (a warm, dry, wind) the music hurtles
forward to the conclusion.

Whilst Hohler Fels was certainly in my mind throughout the compositional
process, the piece is in no way programmatic. But there are two references
outside the abstract musical world: the first pitches heard in the piccolos and
wind instruments about one minute into the piece are, I believe, the pitches the
Hohler Fels flute would have produced (D#, B, C#, a ‘sharp’ F# and a G#); and at
the end of Water Bird, the cries of two grebes are heard calling to one another
in the piccolos.

The Concerto is dedicated with affection to Karin de Fleyt.
Paul Goodey



At the recording session, Leeds College of Music, 24 July 2015:
Karin de Fleyt ∙ Rolf Gehlhaar ∙ Jakob Fichert ∙ Peter Merckx



the composers

Rolf Gehlhaar DLitt. (b. 1943), pioneer in interactivity, generative visuals
and music, computer-aided composition and computer controlled kinetic
sculptures, studied Philosophy and Science at Yale University and
undertook postgraduate studies in Music at the University of California,
Berkeley. In 1967 he was engaged by Karlheinz Stockhausen as his
personal assistant. After four years in this position he became a freelance
composer and performer.

Since 1971 he has composed over 60 major instrumental works and
interactive installations and received numerous major commissions, prizes,
appointments at many international institutions. In 2002 he was
appointed MA Course Director in Design & Digital Media at Coventry
University’s School of Art & Design. After retiring in 2008 he continued to
be active as Professor of Experimental Music.

Gehlhaar is a founding member and assistive technology consultant of the
British Paraorchestra, the world’s first orchestra of disabled musicians. In
2013, together with his son Vahakn Matossian, he founded a research
company – Human Instruments Ltd – developing sophisticated expressive
musical instruments for severely disabled musicians.

Christopher Fox (b.1955) is a composer who sometimes writes about
music too. He studied composition with Hugh Wood, Jonathan Harvey and
Richard Orton at Liverpool, Southampton and York Universities and was
awarded the degree of DPhil in composition from York University in 1984.
Between 1984 and 1994 and again in 2014 he taught at the Darmstädter
Ferienkurse für neue Musik. During 1987 he lived in West Berlin as a guest
of the DAAD Berlin Artists Programme and since 2006 he has been
Professor of Music at Brunel University. He is widely regarded as one of the
most individual composers of his generation, often working at a tangent to
the musical mainstream.



Christopher Fox has chosen to base his compositional career around close
collaborations with a number of performers, including the instrumental
groups the Ives Ensemble, KNM Berlin and Apartment House, and the vocal
ensembles The Clerks and EXAUDI. His work regularly extends beyond the
conventional boundaries of the concert hall and includes the radio piece
Three Constructions after Kurt Schwitters, commissioned by the BBC in
1993 and nominated for the Prix Italia, the evening-long ensemble
installation, Everything You Need To Know (2000-1), and the music-theatre
documentary Widerstehen (2012). He lives in London with his wife, the
writer Susan McNally, and is Professor of Music at Brunel University.

Paul Goodey studied at the Royal College of Music to Masters level and at
the University of California. He then returned to the Royal College where
he completed his Doctorate. He has appeared as a soloist in the United
Kingdom, Europe and North America; has been broadcast on Radio 3 and
Radio 4 and has appeared on soundtracks including broadcasts on BBC 2,
Channel 4 and the Discovery Channel. Concerti in his repertoire include
Holliger, Siebengesang and Lutoslawski, Double Concerto (including
performances with the composer). Most recently, he has given two
performances of Gary Carpenter's Doubles and Edwin Roxburgh's Elegy for
Ur.

He is the oboist in rarescale, with whom he has made recordings and
premièred over sixty works across the UK and in Europe.

His solo CD New Ground, features seven première recordings and was
rated 'excellent' by BBC Music Magazine. This was followed by a disc of
music by Edwin Roxburgh, Antares. More recently, he recorded Gary
Carpenter’s Double Concerto Doubles with Linda Merrick and the RNCM
Wind Orchestra.

He has given classes and adjudicated across the UK, Europe and in the
USA and seven conservatoires in China; and has been a jury member of



BBC Young Musician, Yamaha YMFE Scholarships and the British Composer
Awards.

Recent compositions include a series of contemporary oboe etudes, a Trio
for rarescale and his Concerto Hohler Fels, written for Karin de Fleyt, was
premièred in November 2013. Since then, he has completed a trio for
Tempest, a Piano Sonata for Yasmin Rowe a song cycle for soprano and
chamber ensemble and is currently writing a work for Karin de Fleyt, Carla
Rees and electronics.

He was Head of Faculty at Trinity College of Music for eight years. He
moved to the RNCM to be Head of Wind, Brass & Percussion and, since
2014, has been Vice Principal (Performance).

Paul Goodey ∙ Karin de Fleyt



the performers
Karin de Fleyt plays the flute, alto flute, piccolo and bass flute, as well as
shakuhachi and bansuri flute.

She took her Masters degree at the Royal Music Conservatoire in Gent,
where she specialized in contemporary flute solo and chamber music
repertoire. Karin did her Post-graduate studies at the Orpheus Institute in
Gent with a topic on (new) extensions in contemporary music for flute. She
has more than 20 years of experience in teaching, currently teaching music
pedagogics for Winds at the School of Arts in Gent. She has been flute tutor
at the Leeds College of Music since 2013. Karin regularly works for the RNCM
as a visiting teacher. She is undertaking a PhD at York University and is
researcher at the Artesis Plantijn University College in Antwerp.

Karin is a performer constantly looking for new experiments with flute, often
resulting in great collaborations with many well known composers, one of
the most memorable being a ten year long collaboration with Karlheinz
Stockhausen.

Karin de Fleyt is a renowned soloist in contemporary music, solo flutist and
member of the artistic board in the HERMES Ensemble (Belgium). She has
been awarded with many interpretation prizes during the Stockhausen
Courses in Kürten. She performs his entire flute oeuvre.

One of Karin’s prime objectives as a performer and teacher in flute music is
her extensive work with young people, teaching them the techniques and
necessary skills to interpret different music styles with confidence. To this
end, she regularly gives masterclasses/workshops and lecture-recitals.

Together with composer David Ibbett she started a new collaboration called
Aeolian Progression [www.aeolianprogression.com] and together with Alfia
Nakipbekova (cello) and Jakob Fichert (piano) she founded Trio Sonore in
2015 playing only new repertoire for their instruments.
www.karindefleyyt.be



Peter Merckx finished his studies at the Royal Music Conservatoire of
Antwerp at an early age with Walter Boeykens. During his clarinet studies
Peter was nominated in the first national competition for musicians
organised by the “Social works for performers”. After that he perfected
himself at the Royal Music Conservatoire of Brussels with Henri De Roeck.
This was followed by an active time in contemporary music.

He founded the QO-2 ensemble which has made numerous radio
recordings and went to Amsterdam to participate in Merce Cunningham’s
“Ocean-project” after an idea by John Cage. A CD with the compilation of
the work of Herman van San (with the opening performance and a press
conference at La Monnaie Opera in Brussels) was a turning point in his
career.

His interest in chamber music brought him into the saloon-ensemble
“Grupetto” resulting in two CD’s: “Titanic's Last Waltz” and ”Marlene
Dietrich, Falling in Love Again”. After this, Peter began studying Jewish
music culture with pianist Alex Roosemeyers. Their recent CD reveals very
skilled jazz performers and could be described as first-rate “crossover”.

Together with Ron de Rauw and Rembert De Smet, he realised a humorous
confrontation between different cultures and musical styles: from Western
pop and rock to South American and Balkan music and all topped with a
Spanish sauce. Besides this there is still room for contemporary chamber
music, first with the “Prometheus-ensemble”, then Mauricio Kagel's
"Varieté" brought him to the "Hermes-ensemble”, where he now is solo
clarinettist. In 2014 he won first price with the interpretation of ‘Schönheit’
by Karlheinz Stockhausen in Kürten.

The ‘Ergo Woodwind Comfort player’ (EWC) – his own invention, a second
thumb rest for the clarinet – is the culmination of three years of personal
research and 20 years of experience as a performing clarinettist and music
instructor.



Jakob Fichert is a pianist with an international profile. He has performed
extensively in the UK and abroad and has recorded for Toccata Classics
and Naxos to great critical acclaim both as a soloist and collaborating
artist.

Numerous projects featuring the piano music of Max Reger and recordings
of composers such as Andre Tchaikovsky and Hans Gal demonstrate that
exploring lesser known repertoire has been an integral part of Jakob’s
work as a performer. Future plans include a recording of Adolf Busch’s
complete piano works for Toccata Classics.

Chamber Music and Lied repertoire has always been at the heart of his
playing career. On the concert stage and in recording studio he has
collaborated with musicians such as Janet Hilton, Alfia Naqipbekova, Karin
de Fleyt and many more.

Jakob won numerous prizes at international competitions both as a soloist
and chamber musician. He studied at the Musikhochschule Karlsruhe with
Wolfgang Manz before undertaking a postgraduate course at the Royal
College of Music in London under the tutelage of Yonty Solomon. He also
obtained a Masters Degree in Chamber Music graduating in 2001 after
which he was awarded a RCM Junior Fellowship.

A much in demand pedagogue, Jakob has given numerous master classes
for conservatoires, universities and music specialist schools in the UK and
China. He also works as an examiner and consultant for the Associated
Board of Royal Schools of Music and holds the positions of Principal
Lecturer in piano at Leeds College of Music and Associate Lecturer at
University of York.
www.jakobfichert.com



The Royal Northern College of Music (RNCM) Wind Orchestra is
recognised as one of the leading conservatoire ensembles in the world.
Through a unique series of concerts, commissions, broadcasts and over 30
professional recordings, the RNCM Wind Orchestra has transformed the
repertoire and performance standards of wind ensemble music.

The RNCM Wind Orchestra was the first conservatoire ensemble to be
invited to perform at the BBC Promenade Concerts, and has also
performed at Festivals such as Aldeburgh, Cheltenham, Huddersfield,
Lichfield, Spitalfields, Malvern and Three Choirs, as well as festivals in
Holland, Japan, Switzerland and Poland.

The Orchestra has commissioned and given world premieres of major
works by composers including Sir Malcolm Arnold, David Bedford, Sir
Richard Rodney Bennett, Michael Berkeley, Judith Bingham, Martin Butler,
Gary Carpenter, John Casken, Nigel Clarke, Martin Ellerby, Anthony
Gilbert, Adam Gorb, Edward Gregson, Kenneth Hesketh, David Horn,
Gordon Jacob, Stephen McNeff and Geoffrey Poole as well as dozens of UK
premieres.

In 2000, the RNCM was presented with a Queen’s Anniversary Prize for
Higher Education for the College’s outstanding and pioneering work with
the Wind Orchestra. Queen Elizabeth II presented former RNCM Principal
Edward Gregson and Timothy Reynish with the award at a special awards
ceremony held at Buckingham Palace.

They gave the UK premiere of Stockhausen’s Lucifer’s Dance as the grand
finale of a major Stockhausen retrospective at the Royal Festival Hall in
London and have since been invited to perform at the World Association
for Symphonic Bands and Ensembles (WASBE) Conference in Cincinnati,
USA and the World Saxophone Congress in Scotland.



Christopher Fox

The producers acknowledge the invaluable support of Artesis Plantijn
University College (Royal Conservatoire Antwerp), Leeds College of Music, the
Royal Northern College of Music and the Antwerp based Hermes Ensemble in
making this recording possible.

The works by Gehlhaar and Fox were recorded at The Venue, Leeds College of
Music: Gehlhaar on 24 July 2015 and Fox on 6 September 2015.
Engineer: Chris Milner

The Hohler Fels Concerto was recorded at Royal Northern College of Music,
Manchester, 30 November 2013. Engineer: Stephen Guy
All works were recorded in the presence of the composers
Track 2 published by Fox Editions – other works Copyright Control
Executive Producer: Karin de Fleyt
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